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KARGIL DIWAS MEMORIAL EVENTS- 2020 (Quiz) 

It was the year 1999, where the most historical war took place between India and 

Pakistan at the north and northwest parts of India which is due to the infiltration by 

Pakistani soldiers into Indian side as disguised Kashmir militants along LOC, which 

triggered a conflict and turned out into all time greatest war in Indian history with heavy 

red blood victory and saved Indian territory and people with greatest sacrifice of more 

than 500 Indian soldiers. The bravery, velour, courage of every soldier inspires every 

citizen of India for all the time. 

Every year the 26
th

 July is celebrated as “Kargil Vijay Diwas” to pay tribute for 

the martyrs and commemorate the victory of India in kargil war, 1999. 

This year as the situation of whole world is grieve and all the events were 

celebrated virtually through online video conferences. We the NCC Unit of KLEF also 

stepped ahead and conducted the events for the kargil vijay diwas virtually in various 

forms: Quiz, Essay Writing, Drawing, Poetry, circulating pan- India through google 

forms, All the 4 events were participated by 3000+ students {including NCC Cadets} all 

across India with in a period of 10 days starting from 8/7/2020 and got appreciation 

certificate’s aftermath of the process. 



 

QUIZ:  

The Quiz was conducted every day and questions were based on: military History, 

NCC, Armed forces, Current Affairs, Indian history, Freedom movements and fighters..... 

was attended by 2700+ students across India, Quiz event is administered by: 

1. P. Shiva sai Praveen{Y-17 SD}. 

2. CH. Pavan Sai{Y-18 SD}. 

3. D. Manikanta{Y-19 SD}. 

 

Essay Writing:       

Essay Writing was attended by 50+ and Theme was on “KARGIL”. It was 

administered by coordinators:  

1. P. Komal Chandra{Y-17 SD}. 

2. M.S.V. Aditya Y-18 SD}. 

3. G. Venkata rama chowdary{Y-19 SD}. 

 



Poetry: 

This event was based on the poetic expression on theme “Kargil”, was participated 

by 110+ students across India, where the participant asked to send their poetic expression 

in a document format. This event was administered by:  

1. T. Babuji{Y-17 SD}. 

2. K. Naveen Kumar{Y-18 SD}. 

3. G. Aishwarya{Y-19 SW}. 

 
DRAWING: 

Making out the artistic skills of an individual, We organized drawing competition 

virtually. The participant should make an drawing on their own and should upload to the 

concern link, Later they will be awarded with an e- certificate of participation. The theme 

was on “kargil” it recorded 80+ participation and was coordinated by: 

1. T. Mohan kumar{Y-17 SD}. 

2. P. Gnanendra sai Prasad{Y-18 SD}. 

3. P. Laxmi Kalyani{Y-19SW}. 



   

One of the Arts by the Participant. 

 

Latter, The 10 day event was successfully accomplished without any hurdles in website, 

uploading, certificate issue...and the “Lt. D. Narasimha rao, ANO, KLEF” supported in and out 

all the time and encouraged us to share and promote the event. All the coordinators worked 

dedicatedly and brought a huge bowl of response, all the data was reported to ANO and shared 

the experience of work and learnt the art of managing the resources. 

No. of students participated: 128 


